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CHILD EXPLOITATION MATERIAL AND CLASSIFICATION LEGISLATION  
AMENDMENT BILL 2009 

Second Reading 
Resumed from 6 May. 

HON SUE ELLERY (South Metropolitan � Leader of the Opposition) [9.38 pm]: I had intended to make a 
short speech. I thought �angry ant� was the expression I might use, but I thought about it a bit more, and I think 
that Walter Matthau in Grumpy Old Men is the better description of the impression � 

Hon Simon O�Brien: This is what you intend to exhibit, is it? 

Hon SUE ELLERY: No. It was completely unnecessary and completely missed the point of the speech, so I am 
tempted to take my time now when I was not going to do that before. The Child Exploitation Material and 
Classification Legislation Amendment Bill 2009 that is before us is an important one. Therefore, I do not want to 
trivialise the matters that it deals with, because it deals with something insidious. This legislation is an attempt to 
keep up with what is, unfortunately, an emerging, changing industry, I suppose we would call it, that is part of 
the dark side of society.  

The bill seeks to amend the Criminal Code and a couple of other bills to give effect, in part, to a commitment 
made by the Gallop government in the 2005 election campaign to toughen up child pornography offences. One 
of the important changes is to the language that is used to describe what happens. The bill will change the 
language from child pornography, transferring it from the WA enforcement act, to child exploitation, making it 
absolutely perfectly clear that the nature of the offences that are occurring relates to exploitation of children. The 
bill does several things. It transfers some of the existing offences. It changes the name of the material from child 
pornography to child exploitation, it introduces new offences into sections 217 and 218 of the Criminal Code, 
and it also increases a number of the penalties. It is right�it does reflect the nature of the offences that we are 
talking about�that it belongs in that collection of offences that relate to sex offences. It is right that it sits there 
rather than in film classification legislation or any other piece of legislation. It also reflects the changing 
nature�I have touched on this a bit already�of the technology and the platforms that are used for the exchange 
of this material in which children are depicted as being sexually and physically exploited. The awful thing�
members are well aware of it�is that it is not depiction; it is actually happening to those children. We have seen 
some recent cases that were truly appalling. 

The change in technology and the change in the capacity for people to exchange this material should not be 
underestimated. The low cost of using the new platforms to exchange this material is truly frightening. The 
capacity that it gives for this industry, if I can use that word with all the horror that it deserves, to increase access 
by nature of the way in which material is shared is something that we need to act on as a state. I am pleased to be 
able to support the bill.  

I was pleased to receive a briefing from the government on the bill. Part of the information that was made 
available to me by Detective Inspector Darren Seivwright related to the file-sharing platform. Today many 
people download music onto their iPods and MP3 players and carry music around with them. A generation that  
is slightly younger than I is seriously into that. There are others around the chamber shaking their heads so 
obviously I am slightly out of touch. I do not have an iPod. My husband has an iPod and he uses it. The 
technology that my husband uses to listen to his music and the technology that my eight-year-old niece uses to 
listen to her music is the same technology that people can use to share pornographic material. During my 
briefing I was given information about the size, price and accessibility of thumb drives. The size of the thumb 
drive that I use to help me in my work is four gigabytes. There are various sizes of thumb drives available at 
commercial enterprises in Perth that are being used by people who commit these offences. A 16-gigabyte thumb 
drive is selling for about $49, a 32-gigabyte thumb drive is selling for about $107, and a 64-gigabyte thumb drive 
is selling for about $219. I cannot fill my four-gigabyte thumb drive, yet I was advised in the briefing that 64-
gigabyte thumb drives, sold for $219, are being used to make this insidious material accessible. This behaviour 
not only destroys the lives of the children involved, but also scars all the people around those children and their 
families. I find that absolutely horrific.  

The extent to which this bill will update the way we describe the offences, recognising that the information is 
being shared out of these file-sharing platforms, is a really important issue. In Perth now people can buy a two-
terabyte hard drive; that is, 2 048 gigabytes. That is what can be bought. A one-terabyte hard drive can be bought 
in Perth for $139, a 1.5-terabyte hard drive for $199, and a two-terabyte hard drive for about $489. A 64-
gigabyte thumb drive can contain 374 000 pictures. A two-terabyte hard drive has the capacity to carry about 
12.5 million typical Internet-obtained pictures. It is staggering the size of these file-sharing mechanisms, it is 
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staggering that they are so accessible and it is staggering that they are being used for the purpose of sharing 
pictures of children being abused.  

It is also important to note that other Australian jurisdictions, for the most part, have acted to update their 
legislation to reflect these changes as well. To the extent that Western Australia is catching up, that is a good 
thing as well. The legislation did come in part from the commitments the former government gave in 2005. As 
the former government, we had given approval to draft the child exploitation provisions and to meet the 
commonwealth changes in respect to the packaging of DVDs. I am sure there will be a bit of a conversation 
about that component. It will catch up with the way that DVDs are marketed. It used to be the case that a person 
would buy a single movie on a single DVD. Now a person is able to buy a single DVD on which there are four, 
or perhaps more, movies. It is catching up and removing the kind of bureaucratic process that goes to how we 
classify those DVDs.  

Part 2 of the Child Exploitation Material and Classification Legislation Amendment Bill that is before us will 
ensure that the classification structures are uniform around Australia. I note that the Standing Committee on 
Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review issued its thirty-sixth report. Today the government tabled its response 
to that report. I have not had the opportunity today to read the government�s response to that report so I will avail 
myself of that opportunity.  

Hon Giz Watson made some material available to me yesterday, but I have not had the opportunity to read it 
today. I am flagging the opposition�s intention to support the legislation, but I do intend to look in more detail at 
the government�s response to the issues that were raised in the thirty-sixth report of the Standing Committee on 
Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review to ensure that I am satisfied that those matters have been dealt with 
appropriately.  

With those remarks, I wish it were the case that we did not have to have legislation like this, but unfortunately 
we do. I am pleased that our government commenced the process. I am pleased with the changes that have been 
made subsequent to that, which go to some of the matters that I have touched on already about the nature of the 
way that this material is shared. I am happy to add my voice in support of the bill  

HON GIZ WATSON (North Metropolitan) [9.50 pm]: I realise that we are getting fairly close to the end of 
the sitting this evening, and I notice that the Minister for Child Protection is not here, but, I ask, for my 
information: is Hon Simon O�Brien dealing with this bill?  

Hon Simon O�Brien: I represent the Attorney General in this house.  

Hon GIZ WATSON: I thank the minister for that clarification, which assists me.  

I will say at the outset that the Greens (WA) support the intent of this bill and we would like to support it, but we 
do have some questions, particularly in relation to the matters that have been raised by the Standing Committee 
on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review. Similarly, I received the government�s response to that standing 
committee�s report only in the past little while, and as I have been occupied in the chamber all day, I have not 
had the opportunity to compare the response with the committee�s findings. That is a key issue for me, and I am 
unable to give a final view on whether we will support the second reading until I can avail myself of reading the 
government�s response. I will make some comments on the bill anyway, as well as flagging my intention. 

The bill represents the first substantial review of WA�s child pornography offences since 1996 and aims to 
reflect the many changes in information technology, media and communication methods, which is a very rapidly 
moving field. I can certainly support the need for amendments to keep up with those changing technologies.  

The bill contains important legislative changes to the Criminal Code and changes to the Classification 
(Publications, Films and Computer Games) Enforcement Act 1996. The bill was subject to standing order 230A 
and therefore was referred early in May this year to the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes 
Review. That committee reported to the house on 21 May. The committee made seven narrative form 
recommendations and one statutory form recommendation. In its recommendations the committee raised several 
points and asked the minister to explain how particular legal terms are to be defined�for example, �likely to 
offend a reasonable person� or �offensive and demeaning��and how the legislation would be implemented. 
Importantly, the uniform legislation committee objected to the reversal of the onus of proof in proposed section 
221A(1) and (2) of the Criminal Code and reported that other sections were unworkable. The standing committee 
made some fairly strong findings, and it is for that reason that, until I see how government has responded, I am 
reluctant to communicate whether, ultimately, we will support the bill.  

The committee also found that the bill does not comply with the report of a subcommittee of the Standing 
Committee of Attorneys-General, which at the end of 2004 looked at the unification of laws under the Model 
Criminal Code Officers Committee. Its report was tabled in December 2004 after discussion between Attorneys 
General in November 2004.  
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The Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review found that recommendations 5, 7, 9, 11 
and 13 of that Model Criminal Code Officers Committee report were not taken up at all or were varied without 
an explanation of why the variation had occurred. My concern is that the time frame in which the Standing 
Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review had to operate was very restricted. The committee made 
comment on that as well. At page 1 of the report the committee states that the reporting time frames were 
unrealistic and severely inhibited the committee�s ability to properly scrutinise this important bill. The 
committee not only raised some substantive issues, but also made the point to the house that it had been unable 
to properly scrutinise this bill. The previous speaker, the Leader of the Opposition, made the point that this is a 
very important area to get right in legislation. Having been here a while and read many, many reports over that 
time, my concern is that it is unusual for a standing committee to make such a strong comment, and it would not 
be made lightly. On page 13 of the report the committee states � 

The Committee finds that it is not in a position to determine whether the Child Exploitation 
Material and Classification Legislation Amendment Bill 2009 is consistent with its supporting 
documentation.  

The Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review recommends that the minister now 
explain why recommendations by the Model Criminal Officers Committee were not taken up. Perhaps it is fair 
enough that we give the minister an opportunity to provide that response now in the house. These changes to the 
recommendations from the Model Criminal Code Officers Committee will have, I assume, a significant impact 
on cross-border implementation of uniform child pornography laws and might even, arguably, go against the 
spirit of that Council of Australian Governments decision. 

Another thing that the Greens are concerned about is that due to the tight time frame the standing committee was 
unable to engage in adequate consultation on the bill. The committee also made note of that in its report. The 
committee noted that it was unable to communicate with stakeholders and to even meet with the Department of 
the Attorney General. Also, the inquiry was not publicly advertised as it would usually be and only had time to 
be advertised on the committee�s website. Therefore, no submissions were received apart from those from the 
Department of the Attorney General, which provided some additional supporting documentation upon request.  

At this stage I would have to say that the Greens are unable to support a bill that has not had adequate scrutiny. It 
seems to me that too many questions on this bill still remain unanswered. I will flag this because it depends on 
the answers from the minister and the written response from the minister to the committee�s report: the 
appropriate response of this house would be to further refer this bill to the Standing Committee on Uniform 
Legislation and Statutes Review for proper scrutiny. I think that that would be the appropriate course for the 
house to take, unless the minister can provide very strong evidence that all the questions from the standing 
committee have been adequately answered. We have a Standing Committee on Legislation to make sure that a 
bill is adequately scrutinised. Given that the Standing Committee on Uniform Legislation and Statutes Review 
has clearly stated that it did not have time to do that work, I would flag that. With those comments, I will reserve 
our decision on whether we support the bill, depending on the response that is forthcoming. 

HON KATE DOUST (South Metropolitan � Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [9.59 pm]: Realising the 
time, I really just want to seek the call so that when we come back to this bill I have the opportunity to say a few 
words.  

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Kate Doust. 
 


